One model to explain the relationship between patterning and growth during development posits that growth is regulated by the slope of morphogen gradients. The Decapentaplegic (DPP) morphogen controls growth in the Drosophila wing, but the slope of the DPP activity gradient has not been shown to influence growth. By employing a method for spatial, temporal, and quantitative control over gene expression, we show that the juxtaposition of cells perceiving different levels of DPP signaling is essential for medialwing-cell proliferation and can be sufficient to promote the proliferation of cells throughout the wing. Either activation or inhibition of the DPP pathway in clones at levels distinct from those in surrounding cells stimulates nonautonomous cell proliferation. Conversely, uniform activation of the DPP pathway inhibits cell proliferation in medial wing cells. Our observations provide a direct demonstration that the slope of a morphogen gradient regulates growth during development.
Introduction
The regulation of growth is a fundamental aspect of animal development-most organisms grow to reproducible sizes. Moreover, the growth of each organ is tightly regulated, such that appropriate proportions are achieved both between and within individual organs. It has long been hypothesized that reproducible regulation of size and proportion requires links between organ patterning and organ growth. The nature of these links, however, has remained unclear.
The developing Drosophila wing has served as a model for studies of organ growth and patterning. The wing forms from a cluster of undifferentiated cells in the larva, the wing imaginal disc. Over 4 days of larval development, the disc grows from approximately 40 cells to approximately 50,000 cells, which form a monolayered epithelial sac. Growth and patterning of the disc depend upon the determination of specialized cells along the borders between different compartments (reviewed in Irvine A number of potential answers to this question have been considered. In threshold models, growth rate would be constant provided that levels of DPP exceed a minimum threshold. However, this could not explain how overexpression of DPP or of activated TKV promotes overgrowth. Inhibitor models postulate the existence of a growth inhibitor in a distribution that parallels the DPP activity gradient (Serrano and O'Farrell, 1997). However, no candidate inhibitors have been identified. It has also been suggested that patterning might be regulated by a basal gradient of DPP and growth by an apical, uniform distribution of DPP (Gibson et al., 2002) . However, this would require two distinct intracellular transduction pathways for DPP signaling, for which there is no evidence. Finally, it has been hypothesized that growth might depend on the slope of the DPP gradient rather than its absolute levels (Gelbart, 1989; Lawrence and Struhl, 1996) .
There is a long history of gradient models for growth regulation (Bohn, 1974 , 1996) , implying that growth is affected by the level of DPP and is not limited to situations where DPP is graded. Moreover, expression of activated TKV in clones has been reported to promote proliferation in a strictly cell-autonomous manner, whereas gradient models would predict that it should promote proliferation nonautonomously. Thus, despite the theoretical appeal of gradient models and their ability to explain regeneration, experiments with a key morphogen that actually patterns the wing and regulates its growth have appeared to contradict them.
In order to re-examine the relationship between DPP pathway activity and wing growth, we created a method for controlled gene expression that allows quantitative and temporal control over gene expression in clones of cells. Using this approach, we demonstrate that the juxtaposition of cells perceiving different levels of DPP signaling does in fact stimulate nonautonomous proliferation. We further show that the responses to DPP differ in lateral versus medial regions of the disc and that the nonautonomous proliferative response is transient, suggesting explanations for why the nature of growth regulation by DPP was missed in prior experiments. By establishing the fundamental ability of the DPP gradient to regulate growth, our results provide a molecular basis for linking growth to patterning in developing tissues.
Results

A Method for Conditional Gene Expression in Genetic Mosaics
Studies of the influence of the DPP pathway on wing growth and patterning have, for technical reasons, focused on long-term responses, typically involving at least 2 days between pathway modulation and response assessment. However, we reasoned that cells might adapt to changes in DPP signaling, in which case shortand long-term responses could differ. To evaluate this possibility, we developed a system for temporal regulation of gene expression in genetic mosaics.
This was achieved by combining the UAS-Gal4 (Brand  and Perrimon, Experimental analysis confirmed that the AyGal4:PR system works as expected (Figure 2 ). RU486 was delivered by transferring larvae to RU486-containing food. GFP expression is barely detectable in association with AyGal4:PR clones in larvae containing a UAS-GFP transgene but grown on normal food ( Figure 2D ). GFPexpressing clones can, however, be readily visualized within 4 to 5 hr after their transfer to RU486-containing food ( Figure 2E ). Expression levels increase strongly up to 10-15 hr after drug addition ( Figure 2F ), after which they appear to plateau (data not shown).
Controlled Activation of TKV in Clones
In order to analyze the temporal response to mosaic activation of the DPP pathway, Gal4:PR-expressing clones 3; Table 1; Table S1 ). Indeed, some clones appear as a "shadow" of cells that proliferate less than their wildtype neighbors (Figures 3B and 3I Figures 3D-3G ).
Nonautonomous Induction of Cell Proliferation by Activated TKV
The most striking aspect of the TKV Q-D -clonal behavior is the nonautonomous stimulation of BrdU labeling, which has not been described previously. As for the autonomous response, BrdU staining is elevated both in terms of the number of cells staining and the intensity of labeling. This nonautonomous stimulation can occur adjacent to both medial and lateral clones. The effect is most intense in cells immediately adjacent to TKV Q-D clones but is often discernible a few cell diameters away (Figure 3) . Nonautonomous stimulation is occasionally detectable as early as 5 hr after pathway activation, but the initial effect is weak ( Figure 3A ). It becomes stronger by 8-10 hr, appears to peak around 12-14 hr, and remains strong until 18-24 hr after induction ( Figures 3B-3E, 3H , and 3I). After 24 hr, cells surrounding most medial clones no longer exhibit substantially elevated BrdU labeling ( Figure 3F ). The nonautonomous effect appears to persist longer in lateral regions but eventually declines there as well, such that, by 50 hr, only the autonomous response to TKV activation is consistently observed ( Figure 3G ; Table 1 ).
There is some variability in BrdU staining in wild-type wing discs. In addition, there is variability in the detection of BrdU labeling associated with TKV Q-D -expressing clones. To ensure objective evaluation, a number of clones at 12-15 hr and 50 hr time points were scored blindly for effects on BrdU labeling. In this analysis, 66% of the TKV Q-D -expressing clones were scored as causing some nonautonomous elevation in BrdU staining at 12-15 hr (as compared to regions of the disc that lacked clones), while only 6% of control clones were scored as having a nonautonomous effect (Table 1 and  Table S1 ). Although the reasons for the incomplete penetrance of this effect (or our ability to detect it) are not yet clear, the observation that BrdU labeling is stimulated in wild-type cells when they neighbor cells in which the DPP pathway is activated to high levels suggests that proliferation can be stimulated in the Table 1; Table  S1 ; data not shown), whereas their effects on the endogenous DPP gradient are expected to be opposite. In a more direct test, we examined phosphorylation of the MAD transcription factor. Elevation of phospho-MAD staining associated with TKV Q-D -expressing cells is strictly cell autonomous (Figures 4A and 4B) . Thus, the nonautonomous effects of TKV Q-D on cell proliferation do not result from influences on DPP signaling in neighboring cells. 3B-3E; cf. Figures 3H and 3I ; Table 1; Table S1 ). Nonetheless, to directly address the possibility that activa- 
Nonautonomous Proliferation Is Not a Secondary
Uniform Activation of TKV Induces Lateral Proliferation but Inhibits Medial Proliferation
First, we examined the temporal response to uniform TKV activation. This would be expected to stimulate cell-autonomous responses to TKV but to inhibit responses that require the juxtaposition of cells with different positional values. Temporally controlled uniform pathway activation was achieved using a derivative of the AyGal4:PR transgene insertion, actin>Gal4:PR, from which the transcriptional terminator cassette had been permanently excised by Flp-out in germline cells (Figure 1B) . Animals containing this transgene were crossed to animals with UAS-GFP (control) or UAS-GFP and UAS-tkv Q-D (experimental) transgenes. In the absence of drug, there were no detectable effects on BrdU labeling in wing discs ( Figure 5A ). Animals were raised in the absence of RU486 and then transferred to RU486-containing food and analyzed as described above after 6, 12, 18, or 24 hr. Phospho-MAD staining confirmed that strong uniform activation of the pathway occurred within 18 hr ( Figure 5F ). At 6 hr, only subtle effects on BrdU labeling could be detected ( Figure 5B Figure  5A ). The induction of proliferation is not uniform throughout lateral cells, however, as in general it appears greatest in cells closer to the D-V boundary (Figure 5D ; cf. Figure 1A) , which might explain some of the variability observed in mosaic-expression experiments ( Figure 3 ; Table 1; Table S1 ). Uniform expression of TKV Q-D also results in elevation of pH-H3 staining in lateral regions and inhibition of pH-H3 staining in medial regions (data not shown).
Thus, as in the autonomous response to clonal activation, upon uniform activation, lateral, but not medial, cells exhibit a strong proliferative response to TKV. Moreover, the absence of detectable proliferation in medial regions upon uniform activation ( Figure 5D ) provides a critical contrast to the medial proliferation in- 
Nonautonomous Proliferation Depends on Quantitative Differences in TKV Activation
Another prediction of gradient models for growth regulation is that the induction of cell proliferation should depend on the difference in levels of pathway activation between neighboring cells. In the experiments described above (Figure 3) , a high drug dose (20 g/ml) was used, resulting in levels of pathway activation above the normal peak levels of activation in the middle of the disc ( Figure 4A) . By feeding larvae different concentrations of RU486, however, the level of pathway activation in clones can be varied. Under lower-drug-dose conditions (1 g/ml), the level of pathway activation, as monitored by phospho-MAD staining, is comparable to the normal levels of activation in the medial part of the disc ( Figure 4B) . While in lateral and medial-lateral regions both nonautonomous and autonomous induction of proliferation is still induced by this lower level of TKV Q-D expression, the effect is weaker, and in medial regions induction of proliferation is almost never observed (Figures 4C and 4D) . Thus, nonautonomous stimulation of proliferation is dependent upon the difference in the levels of TKV activation between neighboring cells. Additionally, the ability to stimulate proliferation noticeably above wild-type rates apparently requires differences in juxtaposed cell fates that are greater than those that already exist within the endogenous TKV activity gradient.
We also examined the consequences of lower-level activation under uniform expression conditions (actin> Gal4:PR). This was associated with milder effects than high-level uniform activation, in terms of both the stimulation of BrdU labeling in lateral regions and the inhibition of BrdU labeling in medial regions ( Figure 5E ; cf. Figure 5D ). As this low-level uniform expression is expected not to eliminate the TKV activity gradient but to decrease its slope, the moderate inhibition of BrdU labeling in the medial wing further supports the inference that the rate of proliferation here is proportional to the steepness of the TKV activity gradient. 
Nonautonomous Induction of Cell Proliferation by Inhibition of DPP Signaling
Modeling Growth Control by a Morphogen Gradient
We outline here a mechanism by which the TKV activity gradient could regulate proliferation ( Figure 7A ). Although we expect the actual mechanism to be more complex, the model proposed serves to illustrate some basic principles. The ability to compare TKV activity levels between adjacent cells likely requires the participation of a cell-surface molecule, which we will call X, regulated downstream of TKV. We assume that expression of X is positively regulated downstream of TKV, presumably via repression of brk. In the simplest case, a comparison between expression levels on adjacent cells could be made by homophilic binding. In this case, the number of bound molecules on the surfaces of adjacent cells would be equal and hence convey no information as to the relative levels between them. However, the fraction of molecules unbound would be proportional to the elevated levels of X in one cell as compared to its neighbor, and, thus, unbound X could stimulate proliferation ( Figure 7A ).
Our observations indicate that the stimulation of proliferation is bidirectional (i.e., it can occur on the high or the low side of differences in TKV activity; Figure 3 and Figure 6 ) and that it can spread over a few cells. Although this might suggest the participation of a diffusible molecule downstream of X, it could also occur if X can be asymmetrically localized within a cell, X activity influences X localization, and asymmetric X localization can be propagated from cell to cell. Exactly this sort of process occurs during the establishment of tissue polarity (reviewed in Eaton, 2003) Figure 7A ). One attraction of this mechanism is that, as hypothesized for tissue polarity (Ma et al., 2003) , a selfreinforcing asymmetry mechanism would allow for some buffering against local variations in the morphogen gradient and thus further contribute to the even distribution of growth.
In our experimental situations, we suggest that uniform activation of TKV in medial cells blocks proliferation by swamping out the endogenous gradient of X. TKV Q-D clones, by contrast, create a sharp juxtaposition in cell fates, leading to propagation of X asymmetry from the clone edges. Within these clones, the high, uniform activation of TKV would inhibit X activation and counteract the ability to establish an asymmetry of X, thereby decreasing proliferation relative to that induced outside of the clones-although we emphasize that proliferation within these clones (Figure 3) is greater than occurs under uniform TKV activation (Figure 5 ), suggesting that some X asymmetry does propagate into the clones. When X levels are decreased in clones, as by expression of BRK, X asymmetry can propagate well outside the clones, but, inside the clones, low levels of X limit both proliferation and the propagation of X asymmetry. This type of model thus provides an explanation for the seemingly paradoxical observation that proliferation is preferentially stimulated on the outside of both TKV Q-D -and BRK-expressing clones. Another intriguing feature of TKV Q-D clones is the transience of the response. This suggests that, like most signaling pathways, X signaling is subject to negative feedback that can dampen the response. This might function during normal development to limit tissue growth. The differences between cells are more extreme in our experiments than those that normally occur during disc development. Because of this, the negative feedback might be more robust than normal, resulting in a more transient effect. Our experimental paradigm also introduces an artificial stability to the differences in TKV activity between neighboring cells, whereas, in a normal developing disc, the DPP gradient and cell locations within it are dynamic. This could also influence the efficiency of the hypothesized negative feedback . Importantly then, the existence of these two distinct mechanisms for growth regulation by DPP signaling suggests an explanation for how a relatively even distribution of cell proliferation could be achieved across a morphogen gradient. To illustrate this, we sketch the expected contributions of the gradient and autonomous-proliferation mechanisms across the medial-lateral aspect of a wing disc ( Figure 7B ). Applying the same approach to our experimental situations, one can visualize that the lack of proliferation in medial cells upon uniform TKV activation would be a consequence of the relative smoothing of the activity gradient and that overproliferation in lateral cells is expected to be driven entirely by the autonomous mechanism. Conversely, the overproliferation in medial cells associated with clonal activation of TKV is expected to result from the gradient mechanism. Moreover, given that the endogenous rate of medialcell proliferation is predicted to reflect the response to the endogenous gradient, significantly elevated rates of proliferation in experimental situations are expected to require a significantly steeper than normal juxtaposition in cell fates. Gal4:PR was activated by transfer of larvae to instant food (Instant Drosophila Medium, Connecticut Valley Biological) containing RU486 (mifepristone, Sigma). Two grams of instant food was mixed with 7 ml RU486 in water, resulting in a final medium volume of approximately 8.5 ml. The RU486 solutions were 24 g/ml for highdose experiments and 1.2 g/ml for low-dose experiments, resulting in final effective concentrations of 20 g/ml and 1 g/ml. 
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